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Comment on ‘‘Breakdown of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem: Degeneracy is the key’’
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In a recent paper, Zhang and George@Phys. Rev. B66, 033110~2002!# have made an application of the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem~HFT! to calculate forces acting on an atom of the buckyball C60 when subjected
to small displacement. They noticed inconsistent results~as compared with that by other method! for forces
connected with states belonging to a degenerate-energy level. However a sum of all such HFT forces for a
given level was found consistent. Therefore they proposed the average force to be the representative of all
forces connected with a degenerate level. Our analysis of these difficulties, based on degenerate perturbation
theory, leads to modification of the HFT in application to degenerate-level states. By solving a matrix
eigenequation of the extended HFT, as many forces are obtained as degeneracy of the level amounts. The
diagonalized matrix involves unperturbed states only. Our considerations are illustrated by a simple system—a
particle moving in a harmonic confinement, where forces are connected with anisotropic deformation of an
isotropic confinement.
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The Hellmann-Feynman theorem1,2 ~HFT! in its most ba-
sic form states that the expectation value~in the stateCn) of
the derivative of the HamiltonianH(l), with respect to a
parameterl entering this Hamiltonian, is equal to]En /]l,
whereEn(l) is the eigenenergy of the state involved~inter-
esting prehistory of the HFT is described by Gori-Giorgi a
Ziesche3 in their Ref. 41!. In a recent paper, Zhang an
George4 ~ZG! have made an application of the HFT to de
with the properties of the buckyball C60. Namely, they cal-
culated the force acting on a nucleus when subjected to s
displacement. This force, specific for the ground state
each excited state separately of this C60 molecule, is defined
as the derivative of thenth energy level with respect to th
position vector of a nucleus, multiplied by (21). Results
obtained by means of the HFT have been compared w
results from the direct finite-differential method compu
tions. Finding discrepancies, sometimes very large, betw
these two approaches to obtain numerical estimates, ZG
traced this difficulty to degeneracy, and have claimed that
degenerate-level states there is a ‘‘breakdown of the HF
the forces are ‘‘ill-defined.’’ However, as they have observ
a sum of these ill-defined forces over all states, which bel
to a degenerate level, is identical for both methods of ca
lations. So, the authors have proposed the average forc
degenerate-level states to be a well-defined force chara
izing this group of states.

The purpose of this Comment is to set out a first-princi
approach, which is based on a quite general utilization
degenerate perturbation theory, to analyze and remove
difficulties which ZG4 have encountered in the application
the HFT to degenerate states. It will be shown that there e
as many well-defined forces in connection with any deg
erate energy level as its degeneracy amounts. The avera
these forces equals to the average force introduced by
Rather than attempting to pursue their example of C60, for
0163-1829/2004/69~3!/037103~5!/$22.50 69 0371
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which their finite-differential results should be considered
correct and, therefore, solving their problem~however, out-
side the HFT scheme!, we shall below give an example of
three-dimensional~3D! harmonic oscillator~HO!, showing
highly degenerate energy levels, which can largely
worked out analytically. We compare our six-fold degener
level study with the highest~five-fold! degeneracy ZG en
counter in their study of C60.

With this background, we turn immediately to set out
first-principles approach to dealing with the ZG4 problem of
applying the HFT to such degenerate-energy states. We
going to adopt the Rayleigh-Schro¨dinger perturbation theory
for the degenerate case~see, e.g., Ref. 5 or Ref. 6! to inves-
tigate the eigenequation of a HamiltonianH(l),

H~l!uC j a~l!&5Ej a~l!uC j a~l!&, ~1a!

^Ckb~l!uC j a~l!&5dk jdba , ~1b!

in the vicinity of the zero value of the parameterl. For this
reason, the Hamiltonian is expanded in powers ofl,

H~l!5H (0)1lH (1)1
1

2
l2H (2)1••• , ~2!

H (k)5S ]

]l D k

H~l!ul50 , k50,1, . . . . ~3!

The notation of partial derivative is used to stress the fa
that, besides onl, the Hamiltonian may depend on othe
parameters, which should be held fixed during the pres
considerations. The termH (0) of the expansion~2! will play
the role of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, whilelH (1)

1O(l2)—that of the perturbation. To handle convenien
degeneracies of the unperturbed problem, Eq.~1! at l50,
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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H (0)uC j a
(0)&5Ej a

(0)uC j a
(0)&, ^Ckb

(0)uC j a
(0)&5dk jdba , ~4!

a composed labeln5$ j ,a% is introduced, such thata labels
states of adj -fold degenerate levelEj

(0) ,

Ej a
(0)5Ej

(0) for a51, . . . ,dj , Ej
(0),Ej 11

(0) . ~5!

Next, eigensolutions of Eq.~1! are expanded in powers ofl,
similarly as the Hamiltonian in Eq.~2!,

Ej a~l!5Ej
(0)1lEj a

(1)1O~l2!, ~6a!

uC j a~l!&5 (
b51

dj

uC j b
(0)&Uba

[ j ] 1luC j a
(1)&1O~l2!. ~6b!

Since, in the case of degeneracy, only wholedj -dimensional
subspace of eigenfunctions spanned by the b
$uC j 1

(0)&,uC j 2
(0)&, . . . ,uC jd j

(0)&% ~but not a separate functio

uC j a
(0)&) is determined uniquely, the 0th-order eigenfuncti

in Eq. ~6b! is allowed to be a linear combination of the bas
functions connected with thej th energy level. Orthonormal
ity of these 0th-order eigenfunctions is assured by use
dj3dj unitary matrixUba

[ j ] ,

(
b51

dj

Ugb
[ j ]†Uba

[ j ] 5dga . ~7!

After inserting the expansions~2! and ~6! into Eq. ~1a! we
obtain from the terms}l1 the following equation:

~H (0)2Ej
(0)!uC j a

(1)&1~H (1)2Ej a
(1)! (

b51

dj

uC j b
(0)&Uba

[ j ] 50.

~8!

This equation, when contracted with^C j g
(0)u, simplifies, due

to the conjugated Eq.~4! and Eq.~5!, to

(
b51

dj

^C j g
(0)uH (1)uC j b

(0)&Uba
[ j ] 5Ej a

(1)Uga
[ j ] . ~9!

Obtained equation represents a matrix eigenproblem i
dj -dimensional space. It can be solved next
ˆEj a

(1) ,$Uga
[ j ] ,g51, . . . ,dj%,a51, . . . ,dj‰—the dj eigenval-

ues and eigenvectors. This equation can be also rewritte
terms of the rotated 0th-order functionsuC̃ j a

(0)& as

Ej a
(1)5^C̃ j a

(0)uH (1)uC̃ j a
(0)&, a51, . . . ,dj , ~10a!

where the matrixUba
[ j ] of the eigenvectors plays the role o

the rotation matrix,

uC̃ j a
(0)&5 (

b51

dj

uC j b
(0)&Uba

[ j ] . ~10b!

The definition of a generalized forceF j a
l connected with a

displacement parameterl and corresponding to the syste
in the state labeled byn5$ j ,a% is given by

F j a
l 52

]

]l
Ej a~l!ul50 . ~11a!
03710
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From Eq.~6a! we see immediately that

F j a
l 52Ej a

(1) , ~11b!

therefore Eqs.~9! and~10! solve the problem of determining
this force. These equations provide an extension of the H
to the degenerate level case.

Four conclusions, given below, represent the main re
of our Comment:~i! there aredj well-defined forces con-
nected with thedj -fold degenerate energy levelEj

(0) ; ~ii ! the
values of these forces can be obtained from the usual H
formula

2
]

]l
Ej a~l!ul5052K C̃ j a

(0)US ]

]l
H~l! D

l50
UC̃ j a

(0)L ,

~12!

provided the 0th-order eigenfunctions are constructed fr
the solutions uC j b

(0)& of the unperturbed problem~4! by
means of rotations, Eq.~10b!, where the matrix of eigenvec
tors of Eq.~9! plays the role of the rotation matrixUba

[ j ] ; ~iii !
alternatively, the forces can be determined from diagonal
tion of thedj3dj matrix

2K C j a
(0)US ]

]l
H~l! D

l50
UC j b

(0)L , a,b51,2, . . . ,dj ;

~13!

~iv! since diagonalization leaves the trace of a matrix inva
ant, from Eq.~9! follows

1

dj
(
a51

dj

F j a
l 52

1

dj
(
a51

dj K C j a
(0)US ]

]l
H~l! D

l50
UC j a

(0)L
~14!

@Eqs.~11b! and~3! were used too#—an analog of Eq.~10! in
ZG.4 The right-hand side of Eq.~14! represents an expres
sion used by ZG to calculate the average forceF̄ j

l—their
only well-defined force corresponding to the degenerate le
Ej

(0) . This force can be described as an average of ill-defi
forces obtained by means of the usual HFT. The left-ha
side of Eq.~14! represents a mean value of all forces cor
sponding todj states of the degenerate levelEj

(0) , which are
determined by means of diagonalization of the matrix d
fined in Eq.~13!. Thus Eq.~14! confirms thatF̄ j

l is really a
well-defined force for the levelEj

(0) . However, it should be
stressed that a well-defined force can be connected separ
with each staten5$ j ,a% of this degenerate levelEj

(0) .
When calculated forces are used to do a molecular

namics simulation, one may be tempted to apply in the c
of dj -fold degenerate level the single well-defined~average!
force, Eq.~14!, found and implicitly proposed for such us
by ZG.4 But there aredj well-defined forces available in thi
case, all of the same importance. Therefore we propose
ther to branch simulation intodj channels, each correspond
ing to one force, or to choose randomly one of thedj forces
with the probability 1/dj for each. However, the reade
should be cautioned that we are not specialists in the fiel
a simulation.
3-2
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According to ZG4 opinion, the forces given by the finit
differential method themselves are not consistent. Let us
vestigate these forces in detail to see what is the actual m
ing of such statement. We adopt the following definition f
such a force—an analog of Eq.~4! of ZG4—

F j a
finite~l!52

Ej a
finite~l!2Ej a

finite~2l!

2l
, ~15!

for some fixedl satisfying 0,l!l05 characteristic value
HereEj a

finite(l) is an eigenvalue of Eq.~1a!; the correspond-
ing eigenfunction is denoted asuC j a

finite(l)&.
The definition of the state labeln5$ j ,a% introduced by

us earlier for the case ofl50, Eq.~5!, needs to be extende
now to the case oflÞ0, for use in Eq.~15!. When ulu is
small enough, the spectrum of eigenvalues of Eq.~1a! re-
sembles the spectrum of Eq.~4!, but with the levelEj

(0) split
into no more thandj sublevels, close toEj

(0) ~degeneracies
are not excluded!. Let labeling of states, connected wi
these sublevels, byn5$ j ,a%, a51,2, . . . ,dj , be such that
inequalities for eigenenergies

Ej a
finite~l!<Ej (a11)

finite ~l!, Ej a
finite~2l!>Ej (a11)

finite ~2l!,
~16!

are satisfied~here l.0). We are ready now to relate th
finite-l eigensolutionEj a

finite(l), uC j a
finite(l)& with the solution

Ej a(l), uC j a(l)&, Eq. ~6!, obtained by means of the pertu
bation theory. The first-order energy term and the 0th-or
wave function term in Eq.~6! are given in Eq.~10! in terms
of the solution of Eq.~9!. It will be convenient to change th
order of labelsa there to haveEj a

(1)<Ej (a11)
(1) satisfied. Then,

because both methods of solving Eq.~1a! should lead to
equivalent results, we find

Ej a
finite~l!5Ej

(0)1lEj a
(1)1O~l2!, a51,2, . . . ,dj ,

~17!

for energy. The corresponding relations for wave functio
should take into account possible degeneracies of the fi
order termEj a

(1) in the expansion~17!. Thus, in the case o
d-fold degeneracy of the energyderivative Ej (a1b)

(1) ,

Ej a
(1),Ej (a11)

(1) 5•••5Ej (a1d)
(1) ,Ej (a1d11)

(1) , ~18a!

d<dj , the d-dimensional subspaces of functions from tw
methods are equivalent, separately for solutions atl positive
and negative,

uC j (a1b)
finite ~6l!&5 (

g51

d

uC̃ j (a1g)
(0) &Ugb

[ 6]1O~l!, ~18b!

for b51, . . . ,d, whereUgb
[ 1] andUgb

[ 2] are somed3d uni-
tary matrices. In particular, for a nondegenerate case,d51,
uU11

[ 1] u5uU11
[ 2] u51. After substitutingEj a

finite(l) from Eq.
~17! into Eq. ~15! we find

F j a
finite~l!52Ej a

(1)1O~l!, for a51,2, . . . ,dj . ~19!

From comparison of this result with that of Eq.~11b! we
conclude that forces given by the finite-differential meth
03710
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are consistent with forces given by the present perturbat
theory extension of the HFT. However they are inconsist
with the ill-defined HFT forces@the diagonal elements of th
force matrix, Eq.~13!#, which have been discussed by ZG4

and shown in their Table I.
To illustrate the above considerations, we are going

consider a very simple system—a particle moving in a h
monic confinement. Experiments on ultracold vapors of40K
and 6Li isotopes populating hyperfine states inside magne
traps ~see, e.g., Refs. 7 and 8 and references therein! have
motivated renewed theoretical studies on harmonic confi
ment. Indeed, in current experimental approaches, using
ally symmetric magnetic traps, it proves possible to ran
from a quasi-1D trap through a quasi-2D trap, to a fu
spherical 3D trap. This has provided the stimulation for us
use a related example in the present HFT context, in study
perturbations from an isotropic 3D HO. Our system cons
of one particle of massm0, coordinater5(r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3), mov-
ing in a harmonic confinement defined by three characteri
energies\v i , i 51,2,3, or, equivalently, spring constan
ki5m0v i

2 . The corresponding Hamiltonian is

H5(
i 51

3 F2
\2

2m0
S ]

]r i
D 2

1
1

2
kir i

2G . ~20!

Because of numerous degeneracies of its energy lev
isotropic confinement~of characteristic energy\v0) is cho-
sen for an unperturbed system. With force constants par
etrized as

k35m0v0
2 , k15~11l cos2~k!!k3 ,

k25~11l sin2~k!!k3 , ~21!

these degeneracies diminish or disappear forlÞ0, details
depend onk. While in their C60 example ZG4 calculated
forces connected with displacement of an atom, forces in
example will be connected with modifications of spring co
stants of the confining potential, caused bylÞ0.

In units of a05A\/(m0v0) for length and\v0 for en-
ergy, the Hamiltonian depends on two parameters onlyH
5H(l,k). As a function ofk, it is periodic and symmetric
H(l,k1p)5H(l,k)5H(l,2k). The termsH (k), Eq. ~3!,
of the expansion~2! are

H (0)52
1

2
¹21

1

2
r 2, ~22a!

H (1)5
1

2
~cos2~k!r 1

21sin2~k!r 2
2!, ~22b!

H (k)50 for k>2. The solutions of the unperturbe
problem—the 3D isotropic HO—are known~see, e.g., Ref.
9!: for n50,1,2, . . . —the radial quantum number,l
50,1,2, . . . —the orbital momentum one, andm52 l ,2 l
11, . . . ,l—the spatial magnetic one,

En lm
(0) 5

3

2
12n1 l , ~23a!
3-3
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Cn lm
(0) ~r !5un l~r !Ylm~u,f!, ~23b!

where r5(sin(u)cos(f),sin(u)sin(f),cos(u))r, Ylm is the
spherical harmonic@the definition ~7.34! in Ref. 6 is used
here#, the radial functionun l is given in terms of a confluen
hypergeometric function; two functions to be used in o
example are

u10~r !561/2p21/4S 12
2

3
r 2DexpS 2

1

2
r 2D , ~23c!

u02~r !51521/2p21/44r 2 expS 2
1

2
r 2D . ~23d!

As follows from Eq.~23a!, energy levels can be express
as Ej

(0)5 3
2 1 j , j 50,1, . . . @see Eq.~5!#, while the decom-

position of j into 2n1 l with various pairs$n,l % and (2l
11) values of m lead to degeneracies:d051, d153,
d256, d3510, and so on. As an illustrative example
our Comment, the six-fold degenerate levelEj 52

(0) is chosen,
with the following correspondences$ j a%⇔$n lm% between
labeling: $21%⇔$100%, $22%⇔$022̄%, $23%⇔$021̄%,
$24%⇔$020%, $25%⇔$021%, $26%⇔$022%. To calculate
forces corresponding to this level, which are connected w
l, by applying Eqs.~11b! and ~9!, the following matrix
needs to be evaluated:Hab

(1)5^2auH (1)u2b&, where u2b&
5uC2b

(0)&. According to Eq.~22b!, it can be decomposed a

Hab
(1)~k!5

1

2
~cos2~k!Cab1sin2~k!Sab!, ~24a!

in terms of Hermitian matrices

Cab5^2aur 2 sin2~u!cos2~f!u2b&, ~24b!

Sab5^2aur 2 sin2~u!sin2~f!u2b&. ~24c!

The matrix elementsCab andSab are evaluated analytically
while integrations overr andf are elementary, that overu
are reduced to orthogonality relations between the sphe
harmonics due to an identity quoted in Eq.~61.7! of Ref. 9,

cos~u!Ylm~u,f!5b l 11,mYl 11,m~u,f!1b lmYl 21,m~u,f!,
~25a!

b lm5A~ l 22m2!/~4l 221!, ~25b!

applied to sin2(u)Ylm(u,f)5(12cos2(u))Ylm(u,f) twice. The
following real-valued result is obtained,

C115S1157/6, C445S4455/6,

C225S225C665S6653/2,

C335S335C555S5551,

S1252C125S1652C1651/A3, ~26!

S2452C245S4652C4651/A6,

S3552C3551/2, S1451C145A2/3,
03710
r
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Sab5Cab50 for remaining ab.

Calculated forces—eigenvalues of2Hab
(1)(k), for some cho-

senk ~from its irreducible range@0,p/2#), are shown in Fig.
1 as points. While for a generalk there are six different
forces, fork50, p/4 andp/2 there are three different force
only: a triple-degenerate, double-degenerate, and nonde
erate one. Similar structure was obtained by ZG4 for the
five-fold degenerate energy levelEn , n514,15, . . . ,18 of
C60, for the finite-differential forces, namely, a triple
degenerate forceFn , n515,16,17, and two forces,n
514,18, almost degenerate.

Since our model Hamiltonian, Eq.~20!, is a sum of three
different 1D HO HamiltoniansHi(r i), the eigensolutions of
Eq. ~1! for arbitrary, finitel andk can be written as a com
bination of the solutions of the 1D HO problem,

En
HO~\v!5S 1

2
1nD\v, ~27a!

Cn
HO~x;a!5cna21/2Hn~x/a!expS 2

1

2
~x/a!2D ~27b!

@Hn(j)—the Hermite polynomial#, namely, for ni
50,1, . . . ,—thei th oscillator quantum number,i 51,2,3,

En1n2n3

finite ~l,k!5En1

HO~~11l cos2~k!!1/2!

1En2

HO~~11l sin2~k!!1/2!1En3

HO~1!,

~28a!

FIG. 1. Forces connected with the six-fold degenerate levelE2
(0)

vs.k: points,F2a
l (k) from diagonalizing the matrix,Hab

(1)(k); lines,
F2a

finite(0,k) from energy levels obtained at finitel.
3-4
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Cn1n2n3

finite ~r ;l,k!5Cn1

HO~r 1 ;~11l cos2~k!!21/4!

3Cn2

HO~r 2 ;~1

1l sin2~k!!21/4!Cn3

HO~r 3 ;1! ~28b!

~units as previously!. With the correspondence
$ j a%⇔$n1n2n3% between labeling: $21%⇔$002%,
$22%⇔$011%, $23%⇔$020%, $24%⇔$101%, $25%⇔$110%,
$26%⇔$200%, the unperturbed six-fold degenerate level
E2a

finite(l50,k)5En1n2n3

finite (0,k)5E2
(0)57/2, while the order-

ing shown in Eq.~16! is satisfied for smalll whenk&0.6
Since the dependence of the energy onl is known from

Eq. ~28a! in analytical form, the corresponding force can
determined also in the limit ofl→0 to be

F j a
finite~0,k!5Fn1n2n3

finite ~0,k!

52
]

]l
En1n2n3

finite ~l,k!ul50

52
1

2 S S 1

2
1n1D cos2~k!1S 1

2
1n2D sin2~k! D .

~29!
,

03710
These forcesF j a
finite(0,k) for a51,2, . . . ,6 areplotted in Fig.

1 as continuous lines. The points, which represent for
determined by the extended HFT, lay exactly on the line

To illustrate equivalence of wave functions obtained
two methods, Eq.~18b!, let us take fork50 the double-
degenerate energy derivativeE23

(1),E24
(1)5E25

(1),E26
(1) @com-

pare Eq. ~18a!, see the corresponding forces equal t
20.75\v0 in Fig. 1#. The 232 matrix Ugb is evaluated
from ^C̃2(31g)

(0) uC2(31b)
finite &, in the limit of l→0. Since the

dependence onl is known from Eq.~28b! in analytical form,
the sameU is determined for positive and negativel. The
following values are obtainedU1152p, U2252 ip, U125
2 iq, U215q wherep50.997 67,q50.068 19. Such matrix
is unitary, as expected.

In concluding, the results of our example show that forc
and states obtained from the extended HFT@Eqs. ~9!–~11!
and a summary below these equations# are consistent with
results stemming from the exact solutions for arbitraryl.

N.H.M. made his contribution to this study during
stimulating visit to the Institute of Physical Chemistry
PAS, Warsaw. He also wishes to acknowledge partial fin
cial support from the Office of Naval Research for work
density functionals. Special thanks are due to Dr. P. Schm
of that Office for much motivation and continuing encou
agement.
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